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Speaker 1 (00:01):
In our data centers and in our environments, we're sort of like Noah's Ark. I have at least two of every
app you can imagine. And every network device you can imagine, and every service you can imagine
running somewhere in one of my environments, running that overall giant mixed on-premise and SAS
set of applications and services across mixed hardware and multiple global data centers and public
clouds, it could be massively confusing and dysfunctional to the people who have to access that journey
to cloud with Nutanix CIO, Wendy Pfeiffer. The first thing we had to do was learn about our users, who
are they? Can they be classified into groups? Do they have unique requirements? Are they accessing
systems in a particular way?
Speaker 1 (00:58):
Now we're onto step four of our journey, the user experience. Ultimately, when we get infrastructure
out of the way, when we begin to be able to call infrastructure as code, and we begin to be able to use
the same team and the same software processes and the same automation to run our workloads in any
mode. This gives me the capability to look at the capacity that this frees up in my team. Now we're
focused on our mission at Nutanix. We have some big blocks of specialized users. One block of
specialized users is our salespeople. And one block of specialized users is our engineers. They had very,
very different requirements and modes of operation. So one of the things that happened is we needed
to enable secure access to our environments, especially our build and develop environments for our
software developers. And so for those folks, it is very, very resource intensive compute and storage
intensive to develop and test operating system code.
Speaker 1 (02:18):
And that's our company's intellectual property. So we needed to create environments that were
absolutely secure, and that could be securely accessed from anywhere in the world. What we did is we
worked with the folks at Citrix to certify Citrix VDI, to run performantly and securely and well on our
Nutanix operating system and hypervisor. And then we created these secure environments in our own
data centers for our engineers to connect, to, and to operate and run and do their jobs. And so we have
literally thousands of connecting securely over Citrix and AOS and HV into our core data centers and
environments and running their code. And that's the way they prefer to operate our sales people. On
the other hand, they are mostly remote. They're visiting. They're a customer and prospect
environments. They are in, you know, most major cities around the world. They're not necessarily
connected directly to our engineering hubs.
Speaker 1 (03:31):
Of course, in these times of global pandemic, everyone's remote salespeople also need to interact with
our CRM systems and with product information and demo environments and so on, but that interaction
needs to take place over public internet. And so for those folks, we use a Nutanix VDI technology called
frame. This is a new kind of EDI that operates performantly over public internet, that offers security,
that offers flexibility. And it took us less than a day to enable this environment for thousands of our
remote workers. And what frame allows them to do is it allows us to create persistent user profiles for
them, so that when they log in, we know who they are and we give them access to their data and their
tools and the things that they need to do their jobs all over public internet. So we have one shared
private cloud and that shared private cloud can be accessed in different ways and in different modes, by
our different groups of users providing that access would actually have involved building out new and
separate environments with any other vendors. Technology.
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Speaker 2 (04:58):
Wendy Pfeiffer is the chief information officer of Nutanix. This podcast series of 10 steps to cloud comes
from her ebook, charting the course to cloud. This is the tech barometer podcast from the forecast.
Listen to other podcasts in this series with Wendy pfeiffer@theforecastbynutanix.com.
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